Recent availability of production-quality switched Gigabit and 10 Gigabit networks on an international scale has facilitated the emergence of extreme multimedia devices and applications. Digital cinema at four times HDTV resolution (4096x2160) can now be streamed from Japan 15,000 kilometers over CineGrid Gigabit networks. 100-megapixel tiled displays can be managed as large landscapes of information fed by up to 20 Gigabits/second of data from Amsterdam. A 3D point-to-point life-size teleconferencing with no glasses or tracking encumbrances is eerily natural. Stereo HDTV from underwater reefs in Taiwan or robots at play in Korea, and live HDTV sent from smoker vents two miles under the surface of the ocean triply illustrate the extended reach of multimedia today. To protect content from disruption or theft, new prototype technology showed switches in Ottawa, Amsterdam, and Chicago transmitting twelve 800 megabit/second multimedia streams to San Diego with 256-bit AES encryption, in real-time, without any knowledge by the application. This keynote will present multimedia pushed to demonstrated limits at the extreme September iGrid2005 workshop <www.igrid2005.org> at which 49 networked demonstrations from 20 countries took advantage of 100 Gigabits of networking into San Diego from around the world, displayed on huge screens in the just-opened Calit2 building at UCSD. Credits and references will be amply provided.
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DeFanti is an internationally recognized expert in computer graphics since the early 1970s. DeFanti has amassed a number of credits, including: use of EVL hardware and software for the computer animation produced for the 1977 Star Wars movie; contributor and co-editor of the 1987 National Science Foundation-sponsored report Visualization in Scientific Computing; recipient of the 1988 ACM Outstanding Contribution Award; appointed an ACM Fellow in 1994; and appointed one of several USA technical advisors to the G7 GIBN activity in 1995. He also shares recognition along with EVL director Daniel J. Sandin for conceiving the CAVE virtual reality theater in 1991.
Striving for a more than a decade to connect high-resolution visualization and virtual reality devices over long distances, DeFanti has collaborated with Maxine Brown to lead state, national and international teams to build the most advanced production-quality networks available to scientists, with major NSF funding. He is a founding member of GLIF, the Global Lambda Integrated Facility, a global group that manages international switched wavelength networks for research and education. In the USA, DeFanti established the 10 Gigabit Ethernet CAVEwave research network between EVL/StarLight, Seattle/Pacific Northwest GigaPop, and UCSD/Calit2 for OptIPuter and other national/international research uses, which is a model for future high-end science and engineering collaboration infrastructure.
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